ChIP-exo/nexus experiments rely on innovative modifications of the commonly used ChIP-seq protocol for high resolution mapping of transcription factor binding sites. Although many aspects of the ChIPexo data analysis are similar to those of ChIP-seq, these high throughput experiments pose a number of unique quality control and analysis challenges. We develop a novel statistical quality control pipeline and accompanying R/Bioconductor package, ChIPexoQual, to enable exploration and analysis of ChIP-exo and related experiments. ChIPex-oQual evaluates a number of key issues including strand imbalance, library complexity, and signal enrichment of data. Assessment of these features are facilitated through diagnostic plots and summary statistics computed over regions of the genome with varying levels of coverage. We evaluated our QC pipeline with both large collections of public ChIP-exo/nexus data and multiple, new ChIPexo datasets from Escherichia coli. ChIPexoQual analysis of these datasets resulted in guidelines for using these QC metrics across a wide range of sequencing depths and provided further insights for modelling ChIP-exo data.
INTRODUCTION
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation followed by exonuclease digestion and next generation sequencing (ChIP-exo) is currently one of the state-of-the-art high throughput assays for profiling protein-DNA interactions at or close to single base-pair resolution (1) . It presents a powerful alter-native to popular ChIP-seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation coupled with next generation sequencing) assay. ChIPexo experiments first capture millions of DNA fragments (150-250 bps in length) that the protein under study interacts with, using a protein-specific antibody and random fragmentation of DNA. Then, -exonuclease (-exo) is deployed to trim the 5 end of each DNA fragment to each protein-DNA interaction boundary. This step is unique to ChIP-exo and aims to achieve significantly higher spatial resolution compared to ChIP-seq. Finally, high throughput sequencing of a small region (36-100 bps) at the 5 end of each fragment generates millions of reads. Similarly, ChIP-nexus (Chromatin Immunoprecipitation followed by exonuclease digestion, unique barcode, single ligation and next generation ligation) (2) is a further modification on the ChIP-exo protocol. ChIP-nexus aims to overcome limitations of ChIP-exo by yielding high complexity libraries with numbers of cells comparable to that of ChIP-seq experiments. This is achieved by reducing the numbers of ligations in the standard ChIP-exo protocol from two to one, and adding unique, randomized barcodes to adaptors to enable monitoring of overamplification. In addition to these, several other high-resolution protocols have also been considered. In X-ChIP and ORGANIC (3, 4) , the DNA is fragmented by the application of endonuclease and exonuclease enzymes and then stabilized by sonication. The main difference between these two protocols is that in X-ChIP, the cells are crosslinked with formaldehyde and then the DNA is extracted by cell lysation, while the ORGANIC protocol achieves this step by nuclear isolation. Currently, ChIP-exo seems to be the more commonly adapted high-resolution protocol. Figure 1A illustrates the differences between distinct ChIP-based protocols: ChIP-exo, ChIP-nexus, single-end (SE) ChIP-seq, paired-end (PE) ChIP-seq. The 5 ends from ChIP-exo, an exonuclease enzyme (orange hexagon) trims the 5 ends of each DNA fragment to a fixed distance from the TF. For ChIP-nexus, a random barcode is added on the 3 end, and transferred to the 5 stopping base by self-circularization. For both ChIP-exo and SE ChIP-seq, an adaptor is ligated (green triangles) at the 5 ends. The adaptors are ligated to both ends for PE ChIP-seq. (B) Forward Strand Ratio densities for SE ChIP-seq and ChIP-exo peaks. (C) Hexbin plot of PE ChIP-seq bin counts vs. ChIP-exo bin counts. (D) Mappability score vs. mean ChIP-exo read counts with error bands. E) GC-content vs. mean ChIP-exo read counts with error bands. (F) SCC curves for human CTCF from HeLa cell lines. The SCC curve for the ChIP-exo sample from (1) is shown in the left panel, and the SCC for ChIP-seq samples from (17) are shown in the right panel. The ChIP-exo curve shows local maxima at the motif and read lengths. SE ChIP-seq curves for both replicates are maximized at the fragment length and show local maxima at the read length.
a ChIP-exo/nexus experiment are clustered more tightly around the binding sites of the protein than in a ChIP-seq experiment. In a PE ChIP-seq experiment, both ends are sequenced as opposed to only the 5 end in a SE ChIP-seq. Although ChIP-exo/nexus protocols are being adopted by the research community, features of ChIP-exo data, specially those pertaining to data quality, have not been investigated. First, DNA libraries generated by the ChIPexo protocol are expected to be less complex than the libraries generated by ChIP-seq (5) because digestion byexo aims to reduce the number of individual genomic positions, to which sequencing reads can map, to small regions located around the actual binding sites. Therefore, in high quality and deeply sequenced ChIP-exo datasets, it is possible to observe large numbers of reads accumulating at a small number of bases due to actual signal rather than overamplification bias as commonly observed in ChIP-seq experiments. Second, although we expect approximately the same numbers of reads from both DNA strands at a given binding site, there may be locally more reads in one strand than in the other, owing to -exo efficiency, ligation efficiency, or other factors. This is an important point with implications on the statistical analysis of ChIP-exo data. Specifically, currently available ChIP-exo specific statistical analysis methods (e.g. MACE (6) , CexoR (7) and Peakzilla (8)) rely on the existence of peak-pairs formed by forward and reverse strand reads at the binding site. Finally, most of current widely used ChIP-seq quality control (QC) guidelines (9-11) may not be directly applicable to ChIP-exo data.
To address these challenges, we develop a suite of diagnostic plots and summary statistics and implement them in a versatile R/Bioconductor package named ChIPexo-Qual. The overall pipeline takes into account the characteristics of ChIP-exo/nexus data and addresses the critical shortcomings of the currently available QC pipelines that are not particularly tailored for ChIP-exo/nexus data (9) (10) (12) (13) . We apply this pipeline to a large collection of public and newly generated ChIP-exo/nexus data and we validate the QC pipeline by evaluating the samples for features that capture high signal to noise, such as occurrences of motifs recognized by the profiled DNA interacting protein and also utilize blacklisted regions as identified by the ENCODE consortium.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

ChIP-seq/exo/nexus datasets
E. coli ChIP-exo and ChIP-seq samples. For simplicity, we introduce some abbreviations for the Escherichia coli 70 ChIP-exo (E), PE ChIP-seq (P), and SE ChIP-seq (S) samples. We denote the data generated in the first (second) batch as E1 (E2), P1 (P2) and S1 (S2). Summaries of the growth conditions and sample IDs for the ChIP-exo samples are included in Table 1 . The SE and PE ChIP-seq samples generated under the same conditions share the same Id. convention. The procedures for sample preparation and sequencing are described in the supplement. The ChIP-exo experiments followed the protocol 7 described in (1) .
Processing of the ChIP-exo and ChIP-nexus samples. We aligned the ChIP-exo/nexus samples in Table 2 by follow-ing the descriptions listed in their respective publications. When the alignment settings were not discernible in the original publication, we used bowtie (version 1.1.2) (14) . We aligned the E1 samples of Table 1 with bowtieq -m 1 -l 55 -k 1 -5 3 -3 40 --best -S and the E2 samples using bowtie -q -m 1 -v 2 --best. The average read lengths were 102 and 52 bp for the E1 and E2 samples, respectively. Hence, to make the alignments for both samples comparable, we trimmed 40 bp from the 3 ends of the reads in the E1 samples. We trimmed 3 bp from the 5 end to remove the adaptors in the E1 samples.
ChIP-exo and ChIP-seq peak calling with MOSAiCS to identify high signal peaks
MOSAiCS (15) is a model-based approach for the analysis of ChIP-seq and ChIP-exo data. We used MOSAiCS to identify sets of highly significant peaks for ChIP-exo and ChIPseq under the GC + Mappability and InputOnly modes for background estimation, respectively. Subsequently, we called peaks with a 5% FDR and a threshold of at least 100 extended fragments.
Generation of a set of high signal regions from E. coli samples to assess strand imbalance
We partitioned the E. coli genome into non-overlapping intervals of length 150 bp and counted the number of reads overlapping each interval. As is usually the practice with ChIP-seq analysis, each read was extended to the average fragment length of 150 bp toward the 3 direction. To evaluate the strand imbalance, we identified a set of high signal peaks for ChIP-exo and SE ChIP-seq. The subset of these peaks for which dPeak (16) analysis identified one or more binding events were used in FSR assessments ( Figure 1B and Supplementary Figure S1E ).
Existing next generation sequencing data QC metrics and methods
We used the ChIP-seq QC metric definitions established by the ENCODE consortium (10, 11) , and described in detail at https://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/qualityMetrics. html. These QC metrics were calculated with the ChIPUtils package (version 0.99.0 from https://github.com/keleslab/ ChIPUtils). Empirical data from the ENCODE project suggests the following guidelines for interpretation of the QC metrics for human and mouse genomes: a PBC value between 0-0.5 indicates severe bottlenecking, 0.5-0.8 moderate bottlenecking, 0.8-0.9 mild bottlenecking and 0.9-1 no bottlenecking.
In addition to ENCODE QC metrics, we considered FASTQC (version 0.11.5) and htSeqTools (version 1.16.0) (9) for assessing the overall quality of the ChIP-exo/nexus sequences. Collectively, these encompass all the metrics available for read-level data in ChiLin (13) , which is another QC tool for ChIP-seq and DNase-seq, and Q-nexus (12) , which is a ChIP-nexus analysis pipeline with QC features that are similar to that of FASTQC. The remaining metrics calculated by the ChiLin pipeline require the use of a peak calling algorithm or external data (such as DNase hypersensitive sites) and, therefore, are not utilized in our evaluations.
Blacklisted regions in eukaryotic genomes
For the mm9, hg19, and dm3 genomes, we used the blacklists generated by the ENCODE consortium (17), available at https://sites.google.com/site/anshulkundaje/projects/ blacklists. These lists consist of genomic segments for which next-generation sequencing experiments produce artificially high signal. These lists were empirically derived from large compendia of data generated by the ENCODE and mod-ENCODE consortia, respectively.
ChIP-exo quality control with R package ChIPexoQual
We implemented our proposed QC pipeline with an R/Bioconductor package named ChIPexoQual, available at http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/ ChIPexoQual.html. The analysis in this paper used version 1.0.0 of the ChIPexoQual package. ChIPexoQual: The package takes a set of N aligned reads from a ChIP-exo (or ChIP-nexus) experiment as input and performs the following steps.
1. Identify read islands, i.e. overlapping clusters of reads separated by gaps, from read coverage. The gaps are defined as the union of positions in the genome with fewer than h* (default =1) aligned reads. The remaining is-lands can be interpreted as the natural partition of the genome determined by a ChIP-exo/nexus experiment. 2. Compute D i , number of reads in island i; U i number of positions in island i with at least one aligning read; and W i , the width of island i defined as the total number of bases in the island, i = 1, ···, I. 3. For each island i, i = 1, ···, I, compute island statistics:
Generate diagnostic plots (i) URC vs. ARC plot; (ii) Region Composition plot; (iii) FSR distribution plot. 5. Randomly sample without replacement M (at least 500, default = 1000) islands and fit,
where ε i denotes the independent error term. Repeat this process B (default = 1000) times and generate box plots of estimated ␤ 1 and ␤ 2 .
Interpretation of the linear model in the QC pipeline. The linear model
is a re-parametrization of the following relationship from URC vs. ARC diagnostic plot:
with ␤ 1 = 1/␥ and ␤ 2 = −/␥ . In this setting, ␥ can be considered as the large-depth URC i , i.e. the limiting ratio between the number of positions with at least one mapping read and depth as the depth tends to infinity. Equivalently, ␤ 1 = 1/␥ can be interpreted as the average number of aligned reads per unique position when the sequencing depth is large. To interpret ␤ 2 = −/␥ , we express as a function of ARC and URC and assume that ␥ is already estimated. Then,
where ␥ approximates the URC as the sequencing depth increases.
In a low quality experiment where reads accumulate in a few number of positions due to PCR amplification bias or other artifacts, several reads are expected to repeatedly align to the same collection of unique positions, making the term involving the limit diverge from ARC. In contrast, in a highquality experiment, /␥ is expected to converge to zero because the expression with the limit approximates ARC.
The ChIPexoQual pipeline is enriched by the following two additional modules that are utilized when the sequencing depth is high and/or blacklisted regions are available.
i. Subsampling analysis. For high depth datasets (e.g., ≥60M reads for human and mouse samples), we sub-
reads and up to 50M reads in 10M increments as default, and apply steps 1 to 5 for each of the subsampled datasets. ii. Blacklisted regions analysis. The islands identified by ChIPexoQual are separated into two different collections based on their overlap with a set of blacklisted regions. Then, the ␤ 1 and ␤ 2 scores are estimated for both collections and compared against the all island scores.
Motif analysis of FoxA1 and TBP enriched regions
For each ChIP-exo/nexus sample, we used the ChIP-exo QC pipeline to partition its reference genome into a set of islands with their respective summary statistics. We then filtered them into collections of high quality regions as follows:
i. FoxA1 experiments: we removed the islands with (i) reads residing only on one strand;
For TBP experiments: we removed the islands with (i) reads residing only on one strand;
These thresholds were empirically selected. To validate their robustness, we performed an analogous analysis by using the regions that overlapped a set of peaks (identified by MOSAiCS at FDR 5%) with width larger than 3 × rl, where rl is the median read length of the experiment (Supplementary Figures S34 and S35 ). The width filter was not applied to the TBP ChIP-exo samples, and accordingly to the ChIP-nexus samples for consistency, since they exhibited over-amplification (2) .
We used FIMO (version 4.9.1) (18) to identify the FoxA1 and TBP motifs within each enriched region using the FoxA1 MA0148.1 and TBP MA0108.1 position weight matrices from the JASPAR database (19) , respectively. For the FoxA1 experiments we used the default parameters and for the TBP experiments we considered all motifs identified with FIMO p.value < 0.05.
RESULTS
Publicly available ChIP-exo/nexus and novel E. coli ChIPseq/exo datasets
We utilized a rich collection of publicly available ChIPexo/nexus data from multiple organisms to build and evaluate our quality control pipeline ( Table 2 ). These include: CTCF factor in human HeLa cell lines (1); ER factor in human MCF-7 cell lines (20) ; GR factor in IMR90, K562 and U2OS human cell lines (21) ; TBP factor in human K562 cell lines (22) ; H3 histone in S. cerevisiae where most, but not all of the tail was deleted ( 1-28) (23). ChIP-nexus data included experiments from (2) cose minimal media. For simplicity, we named these experiments as E1, P1 and S1, respectively. Similarly, we generated 70 factor ChIP-exo and PE ChIP-seq experiments in E. coli under aerobic (+O 2 ) conditions with and without rifampicin treatment. We also named these experiments E2 and P2, respectively.
ChIP-exo versus ChIP-seq: general features
We first compared ChIP-seq and ChIP-exo in terms of data features that are well studied in ChIP-seq studies. Our 70 ChIP-seq and ChIP-exo samples from E. coli are especially well suited for this task since they are all deeply sequenced compared to the genome size of E. coli. Figures 1B-C summarize this comparison for one biological replicate of ChIPexo and ChIP-seq experiments from the same biological conditions (samples E1-1 from Table 1 , P1-1 and S1-1 following the same Id. convention).
Peak-pair assumption. We evaluated the peak-pair assumption, i.e. a cluster of reads in the forward strand located on the left-hand-side of the binding site is usually paired with a cluster of reads located on the right-handside of the binding site in the reverse strand. This observation is commonly utilized in designing statistical analysis methods for ChIP-exo data (6) (7) (8) . We considered the set of peaks identified in both the ChIP-seq and ChIP-exo samples as high quality peaks (Materials and Methods) and calculated the proportion of forward strand reads in these regions ( Figure 1B and Supplementary Figures S1-S3 ). This plot reveals a higher level of strand imbalance for ChIPexo compared to ChIP-seq. Potential reasons for this observation include ligation efficiency, efficiency of -exo digestion, and single-stranded protein-DNA interactions. Overall, such an imbalance is more likely to occur in low complexity libraries.
Read distributions within signal and background regions.
Using extended raw read counts within 150 bp nonoverlapping intervals, i.e., bins interrogating the genome, Figure 1C depicts that, as observed by others, ChIP read counts from ChIP-exo and ChIP-seq are linearly correlated especially at high read counts. This indicates that signals for potential binding sites are well reproducible between ChIPexo and ChIP-seq data. In contrast, there is a clear difference between the two data types for bins with low read counts, highlighting potential differences in the background read distributions of these data types. Comparisons with other paired E. coli ChIP-seq and ChIP-exo samples led to similar conclusions ( Supplementary Figures S1-S3 ).
Mappability and GC-content bias. We next evaluated ChIP-exo data of CTCF in HeLa cells (1) to investigate biases inherent to next generation sequencing experiments with eukaryotic genomes. Figures 1D and E (Supplementary Figure S4 ) display the bin-level average read counts against mappability and GC-content. Each data point is obtained by averaging the read counts across bins with the same mappability of GC-content. These biases, increasing linear trend with mappability and non-linear trend with GC-content, are similar to those observed in ChIP-seq datasets (15, (24) (25) . This observation indicates that analysis of ChIP-exo data should benefit from methods that take into account apparent sequencing biases such as mappability and GC content, mostly when an input control sample is not available to account for variability in the background read distribution.
Existing high throughput sequencing quality control metrics applied to ChIP-exo/nexus data
We processed the ChIP-exo/nexus samples with FASTQC and observed that in 73.33% and 93.33% of the cases, at least a warning is raised for sequence duplication levels and kmer content representation ( Supplementary Table S1 ), respectively. The former assumes that most sequences will occur only once in a diverse library and the latter assumes that any small fragment should not have a positional bias in its appearance within a library. Clearly, these assumptions are not appropriate for ChIP-exo/nexus data, as the exo-enzyme is expected to stop its digestion when it reaches the crosslinking protein.
The ENCODE consortium established empirical and widely used QC metrics on ChIP-seq data (10) . We evaluated how these metrics, namely PCR Bottleneck Coefficient (PBC), Normalized Strand Cross-Correlation (NSC), and Relative Strand Cross-Correlation (RSC) defined at https: //genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/qualityMetrics.html (10, 11) . Tables 1 and 2 present these metrics for the collection of ChIP-exo/nexus datasets we consider in this paper.
Marinov et al. (11) discussed that highly complex ChIPseq libraries can become exhausted by deep sequencing. Hence, the PBC is expected to decrease as the sequencing depth increases. This effect is expected to be more severe in ChIP-exo/nexus as DNA libraries generated by those protocols are expected to be less complex than the libraries generated by ChIP-seq because the numbers of positions to which the reads can align to are reduced due to the exonuclease digestion. This affects the interpretation of the PBC, which is defined as the ratio of the number of genomic positions to which exactly one read maps to the number of genomic positions to which at least one read maps. For ChIPseq samples, low PBC values (e.g., ≤0.5) indicate high levels of PCR amplification bias, i.e. PCR bottleneck, unless the sequencing depth is high enough to saturate all targets of the factor profiled. In contrast, for ChIP-exo/nexus, exonuclease digestion will lead to reads with same exact 5 end even before the PCR amplification step. We note that the PBC values are especially low for deeply sequenced ChIPexo and ChIP-nexus samples; however, this does not automatically indicate severe bottlenecking as suggested by standard ChIP-seq guidelines.
Planet et al. (9) presented in the R/Bioconductor package htSeqTools the Standardized Standard Deviation (SSD) as a metric to assess enrichment efficiency and to compare across samples. According to the guidelines established by the authors, higher values of this metric indicates high-quality. We calculated the SSD coefficient for all the ChIP-exo/nexus samples (Tables 1 and 2 ). Detailed examination of these results reveals a key shortcoming of this metric as the propensity to label samples with low library complexity as higher quality because the reads in such sam-
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Nucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45, No. 15 e145 ples align to fewer positions in the genome. For example, when comparing the ChIP-exo/nexus TBP samples, the use of this metric suggests that the deeply sequenced ChIP-exo samples (replicates 2 and 3) exhibit higher quality than the first ChIP-nexus replicate. This is in contrast to evaluation of these datasets with an independent, motif-based metric as we discuss below.
The Strand Cross-Correlation (SCC), introduced by Kharchenko et al. (26) , is a commonly used quality metric in assessing ChIP-seq enrichment quality. It aims to quantify how well the reads mapped to each strand are clustered around the locations of the protein-DNA interaction sites by calculating the Pearson correlation between forward and backward strands reads by shifting them across a range that covers both the read length of the experiment and the expected average fragment length. Typical SCC profiles exhibit two local maxima: at the average fragment length and the read length. In high quality experiments with clear ChIP enrichment, the average fragment length maximum coincides with the global maximum. In an idealized ChIP-exo experiment where the DNA fragments are digested to the boundaries of the protein-DNA interaction sites, the SCC profile is expected to maximize at the motif length indicating clustering of the forward and reverse strand reads around the binding site. This hinders the interpretation of SCC for a ChIP-exo/nexus experiment since it is now maximized at an unobserved shorter fragment length that is confounded with the 'phantom peak' at the read length. Carroll et al. (27) studied the impact of blacklisted regions and duplicated reads when calculating the SCC for ChIP-exo data. The authors showed that there is a dramatic effect in the SCC profile when removing duplicated reads but the effect of removing the blacklisted regions may be specific in few positions of the SCC profile and suggested to calculate the SCC using only aligned reads that overlap the experiment's set of peaks but don't overlap a set of predefined blacklisted regions. Several biases are introduced into the computation of this modified SCC, because it requires the use and tuning of a peak calling algorithm. Furthermore, in a lower quality experiment, the peaks may not correspond to actual binding sites. Figure 1F displays the SCC curves for the CTCF HeLa samples where the ChIP-exo curve actually shows local maxima at 12 bp and the read length, while the SE ChIPseq curves have an expected local maxima at the read length and a global maxima at the average fragment length. SCC profiles for other samples are available in Supplementary  Figures S5 to S14 . In ChIP-exo experiments, the read length and the fragment length peaks in the SCC are confounded. Furthermore, the former is close in proximity to the motif length; as a result, this may incorrectly suggest experiments to be marginally successful or even failed (e.g. Supplementary Figure S8 ) and renders QC metrics such as the Normalized Strand Cross-Correlation (NSC) or the Relative Strand Cross-Correlation (RSC) harder to interpret. However, in majority of the cases we present, the profile itself seems informative about the enrichment signal in ChIP-exo/nexus experiments.
ChIP-exo quality control pipeline ChIPexoQual
To address the limitations of available analytical exploration approaches discussed above, we developed ChIPex-oQual. In Table 3 , we compare ChIPexoQual against the existing tools discussed above. We highlight that ChIPex-oQual provides a global view of both library enrichment and complexity, and detailed diagnostic plots for the balance between the two. We first present the overall pipeline and then discuss individual components with a case study using ChIP-exo data of FoxA1 from (20) and ChIP-nexus data from (2) . Figure 2 summarizes the 4-step pipeline and the two additional modules. Given aligned reads from a ChIP-exo/nexus sample, the first step partitions the reference genome into islands representing overlapping clusters of reads separated by gaps by removing the regions with fewer than h* aligned reads. In step 2, the total number of reads overlapping each island (D i ) and the number of island positions with at least one aligned read (U i ) are recorded. Then, three summary statistics ARC i , URC i , and FSR i are computed for each region i. ARC i denotes the average read coefficient and is defined as the ratio of the number of reads in island i (D i ) to the width of the island i (W i ); URC i , unique read coefficient, quantifies the inverse of the effective coverage and is defined as the ratio of the number of genomic positions with at least one aligned read within island i (U i ) to the number of reads in island i (D i ); and FSR i denotes the proportion of forward strand reads. Step 3 of the pipeline generates several diagnostic plots aimed at quantifying ChIP enrichment and strand imbalance, and step 4 generates quantitative summaries of these diagnostic plots. Figure 2A presents the typical behavior of the URC vs. ARC plot for a high quality ChIP-exo sample. In general, the plot depicts two strong arms. The left arm, with low ARC and varying URC values, corresponds to background islands, regions that are usually composed of scattered reads that were not digested during the exonuclease step. The right arm where the URC decreases as the ARC increases corresponds to regions that are usually ChIP enriched. As a result, this arm depicts the balance between library enrichment and complexity. Low URC in this arm corresponds to regions composed by reads concentrated in a smaller number of positions.
We quantify the shape of the URC versus ARC plot by the use of two estimated parameters: ␤ 1 which represents the average number of reads aligned to the unique positions in large depth regions and ␤ 2 which represents the overall change in depth as the width varies across a large set of regions. These parameters are estimated by sampling experiments on the original samples. We provide further details on how to obtain these later in the paper where we apply the pipeline to a large collection of ChIP-exo/nexus experiments. Figure 2B and C present the typical behavior of the Region Composition and Forward Strand Ratio (FSR) distribution plots, both of which quantify the strand imbalance as part of the QC pipeline. The Region Composition plot depicts how quickly the ratio of islands exclusively composed of fragments on a single strand among the islands with comparable read depth decreases as a function of read depth of the island. In a high quality sample, the proportion of islands with reads from only one strand is expected e145 Nucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45, No. 15 PAGE 8 OF 14 to decrease rapidly as we consider higher depth regions. In contrast, this proportion remains approximately constant in lower quality samples. The Forward Strand Ratio distribution plot illustrates how quickly the quantiles of the FSR approaches to 0.5, the expected FSR value in high quality samples. Even though not every region in a ChIP-exo experiment is perfectly balanced, the most enriched regions are expected to have approximately equal numbers of reads in both strands.
Application and validation of ChIPexoQual with the FoxA1 ChIP-exo dataset. We next illustrate the proposed QC pipeline using FoxA1 ChIP-exo datasets, which were profiled at comparable sequencing depths in three biological replicates of mouse liver cells. We first investigated various thresholds for partitioning the mouse genome using these ChIP-exo samples. We specifically considered small thresholds because larger thresholds are likely to partition wider regions into smaller ones, discard parts of wide regions, and ignore background regions completely. With this in mind, we processed the FoxA1 datasets with the following thresholds 1, 5, 25 and 50 (Supplementary Figure S15) . We observed that, in a high-quality experiment, if multiple thresholds are small and close to each other, then the partitions are similar and the distributions of the proposed metrics are similar as well. Hence, we decided to use the default threshold of h* = 1 when analyzing the FoxA1 samples. Figure 3A presents URC versus ARC plots for all three replicates. The first and third replicates exhibit a defined decreasing trend in URC as the ARC increases. This indicates that these samples exhibit a higher ChIP enrichment than the second replicate. On the other hand, the overall URC level from the first two replicates is higher than that of the third replicate, elucidating that the libraries for the first two replicates are more complex than that of the third replicate.
Figures 3B and C display the Read Composition and FSR distribution plots, which highlight specific problems with replicates 2 and 3. Figure 3B exhibits apparent decreasing trends in the proportions of regions formed by fragments in one exclusive strand. High quality experiments tend to show exponential decay in the proportion of single stranded regions, while for the lower quality experiments, the trend may be linear or even constant (Supplement Figure S21 ). FSR distributions of both of replicates 2 and 3 are more spread around their respective medians ( Figure 3C) . The rate at which the 0.1 and 0.9 quantiles approach the median indicate the aforementioned lower enrichment in the second replicate and the low complexity in the third one.
In addition to step 4, when a set of blacklisted regions is available we divide the ChIP-exo/nexus islands into two groups based on whether or not they overlap the blacklisted regions. Figure 3D illustrates that, first, ␤ 1 and ␤ 2 scores are robust to existence of islands in the blacklisted regions. Second, for the islands overlapping the blacklisted regions, both summary metrics are significantly higher in both the overall level and variance. Therefore, this stratified analysis further indicates that the ␤ 1 and ␤ 2 scores provide good overall assessments of the datasets and can clearly separate blacklist regions.
We conclude that replicate 1 is higher quality than both of replicates 2 and 3. We validate this observation with a motif analysis on the candidate binding regions identified from these replicates. A conservative approach to identify high quality binding regions (Materials and Methods) reveals 7014, 1855, and 2187 regions for replicates 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The lower number of enriched regions from replicate 2 is consistent with the lower ChIP enrichment pattern in the URC vs. ARC diagnostic plot. Figure 4A compares the FIMO scores among the three replicates, notsurprisingly confirming that the first replicate exhibits the highest quality. Figure 4B displays the average normalized read coverage around the actual motif locations in the candidate binding regions. These coverage plots reveal that the ChIP signal is slightly more defined for the first and third replicates than the second one, indicating overall strength of the ChIP enrichment in these samples compared to the second replicate. Figure 4C compares FSR distributions of the ChIP islands overlapping the union of the peaks across the three replicates and highlights that the samples largely satisfy the 'peak-pair' assumption because peaks with at least one motif tend to be more strand-balanced. Furthermore, samples with lower library complexity appear to exhibit heavier FSR tails.
High sequencing depth may confound low-complexity library issues. We evaluated every sample listed in Tables 1 and 2 with the ChIPexoQual QC pipeline ( Supplementary Figures S16-S27) . A key observation from this large scale analysis is that the URC versus ARC plots typically display one of the three patterns captured in the FoxA1 study. We will refer to these as pattern I (FoxA1 replicate 1), II (FoxA1 replicate 2), and III (FoxA1 replicate 3), respectively. Pattern III where the two arms along ARC are not distinguishable can arise due to either low-complexity library or high sequencing depth. For example, all three replicates of the TBP ChIP-exo from K562, with sequencing depths between ∼ 60M to 115M reads, and replicate two of TBP ChIPnexus in K562, with a sequencing depth of ∼ 130M reads, exhibit this pattern.
A simple but effective strategy to distinguish the two plausible scenarios from Pattern III is to apply the QC pipeline to sub-samples randomly generated from the full dataset at varying sequencing depths (sub-sampling analysis module). We applied this strategy by sub-sampling 20M to 50M reads in 10M increments, a range that represents the sequencing depths of the human samples we are using in this paper, from the TBP samples. URC vs. ARC diagnostics of these sub-samples ( Supplementary Figures S30 to  S33) indicate that, among the four TBP samples with this pattern, replicates two and three of K562 ChIP-exo suffer from low-complexity library issues, whereas the other sam-e145 Nucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45, No. 15 ples exhibit the pattern specific to high quality samples. To confirm this implication, we compared the top FIMO scores (18) of the TBP motif for the ChIP-exo and ChIP-nexus replicates. Figure 4D illustrates that the first ChIP-exo replicate and ChIP-nexus replicates identify binding events with consistently better motif matches than the other ChIP-exo replicates. This implication on overall quality is further confirmed by the large separation of the ␤ 1 and ␤ 2 scores between regions that do and do not overlap with the blacklist regions for these high quality samples ( Supplementary Figures S28-S29) . Figure 4E compares the FSR distributions of ChIP islands overlapping the union of peaks across all TBP samples by stratifying them with respect to TBP motif occurrence. Overall, while the peaks in high quality experiments are more likely to have a motif occurrence if they are bal-anced, many strand-unbalanced peaks with motifs are also identified. Specifically, the proportion of peaks with FSR smaller than 0.3 or larger than 0.7 varied between 0.38-0.43 and 0.20-0.22, for ChIP-exo and the ChIP-nexus experiments, respectively. This further confirms the conclusion of the ChIPexoQual QC pipeline.
Summary statistics for the URC versus ARC diagnostic plot.
We next utilized QC pipeline results for all the samples (Tables 1 and 2 ) and quantified the relationship between ARC and URC by fitting a reparametrized regression model of URC as a function of ARC. Specifically, we considered a model of read depth (D i ) on the number of positions with at least one aligned read (U i ) and the width of the island (W i ), i.e., D i = ␤ 1 U i + ␤ 2 W i + ε i , where ε i represents the random error term. As we discuss in Materials and Methods, this parametrization has a direct connection to URC i = κ ARC i + γ + i , which aims to recapitulate the relationship in the URC vs. ARC plots. Figure 5A displays estimated overall change in depth (β 1 ) as the number of positions with at least one aligned read varies across a large collection of ChIP-exo samples from eukaryotic genomes. The ␥ parameter can be interpreted as the limiting (i.e., large depth) URC of a sample. As discussed earlier, high quality ChIP-exo samples are expected to have two arms in the URC versus ARC plots: one with low ARC and varying URC and another with a decreasing URC as ARC increases and stabilizes ␤ 1 . When the ChIP-exo sample is not deeply sequenced, high values ofβ 1 in Figure 5A indicate that the library complexity is low. In contrast, lower values correspond to higher quality ChIP-exo experiments. Taking into account the depths of these samples and visualizing all the diagnostic plots ( Supplementary Figures S16-S27 ), we con-clude that samples with estimatedβ 1 values <10 seem to be high quality samples. We interpret the ␤ 2 as the overall change in depth as the width varies and display its estimates across all the eukaryotic samples in Figure 5B . Under perfect digestion by -exo, most of the reads aligned to binding regions are expected to accumulate around binding events. In a high quality sample, the overall variation in depth is expected to be small as the overall widths of the regions change. This is because the majority of reads are expected to be located tightly around the binding sites and, as a result, the region width should not significantly affect its depth. In contrast, low quality sample regions are usually composed of a fixed proportion of reads aligned to a small number of unique positions; hence, the overall change in depth as the width varies is proportional to this fixed proportion. For example, although the third replicate of the TBP ChIP-exo experiment has comparable sequencing depth to the second replicate of the TBP ChIPnexus experiment ( Figure 5B ),β 2 is considerably higher for the ChIP-exo experiment. This potentially indicates that additional sequencing reads in comparison to replicates 1 and 2 are scattered around new positions instead of accumulating on the existing binding sites. In summary, samples with estimated ␤ 2 values close to zero can be considered as high quality samples.
The interaction between ␤ 1 and ␤ 2 has implications regarding the quality of ChIP-exo and ChIP-nexus samples. When eitherβ 1 is large orβ 2 is different from zero owing to potentially the high sequencing depth of the sample, we suggest randomly sub-sampling reads to form samples of lower depth and evaluating the sub-samples with the QC pipeline. As an illustration, we apply this strategy for the three replicates of TBP ChIP-exo in K562 (22) and second replicate from the K562 ChIP-nexus experiments (2) . Figure 5C reveals a much higherβ 1 (and larger than 10) for replicates 2 and 3 compared to replicate 1 and both ChIPnexus samples. Figure 5D illustrates that the ␤ 2 estimates remain approximately constant in ChIP-nexus sub-samples and sub-samples of first replicate of ChIP-exo, while they increase for the second and third ChIP-exo replicates. This suggests that these two ChIP-exo replicates have low library complexity and overall lower quality than the ChIP-nexus samples, regardless of the fact that all three experiments are deeply sequenced with more than 90M reads each. Furthermore, the ChIPexoQual diagnostic plots for each subsample ( Supplementary Figures S30-S33 ) illustrate that the two arms of the ARC vs. URC plots are clearly visible in moderate depth sub-samples of TBP ChIP-nexus data. Similarly, Supplementary Figure S32 illustrates that, as expected, the suggested subsampling strategy is also effective for the E1 and E2 samples, which are deeply sequenced, relative to the E. coli genome.
ChIPexoQual R package
We implemented ChIPexoQual as an R/Bioconductor package. ChIPexoQual utilizes a fast processing algorithm by parallel computing. Supplementary Figure S36 provides ChIPexoQual's processing times for a collection of samples representing different sequencing depths of the ChIP-exo/nexus experiments listed in Table 2 using four parallel threads on a server with 24 AMD 55Opteron 2.2GHz processors. This plot shows that ChIPexoQual requires between 125 and 640 s (80 and 420 when the aligned reads are already loaded into memory) for processing a ChIP-exo/nexus sample.
CONCLUSION
We presented a systematic exploration of several ChIPexo/nexus datasets. We provided a list of factors that reflect the quality of a ChIP-exo/nexus experiment and developed an easy to use QC pipeline, implemented into an R/Bioconductor package called ChIPexoQual. ChIPex-oQual takes aligned reads as input and automatically generates several diagnostic plots and summary measures that enable assessing enrichment and library complexity.
Our analysis of several datasets indicated that the QC pipeline only requires a set of aligned reads to provide a global overview of the quality of a given ChIP-exo dataset. The implications of the diagnostic plots and the summary measures align well with more elaborate analysis that is computationally more expensive to perform and/or requires additional inputs that often may not be available, such as motif occurrences in a set of high quality regions or resolution analysis based on a gold-standard.
The ChIPexoQual package (version 1.0.0) is available from Bioconductor (http://bioconductor.org/packages/ release/bioc/html/ChIPexoQual.html). The Bioconductor version does not currently include the blacklist submodule. A stable version (version 0.99.15) with this additional submodule is available at https://github.com/ welch16/ChIPexoQual/tree/devel.
